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Abstract: In this paper, the problem of multi-class object recognition in thermal images is discussed. An alternative model of thermal objects is investigated, where an object is represented by multiple shapes extracted by MSER detectors. The shapes are nested within the largest MSER outlining the object (which might be the actual outline of the object, the outline of its thermal footprint or the outline of its largest prominent fragment). We show, using a multi-class dataset of thermal images captured in indoor environments, that the proposed methodology is a feasible solution for various object classification problems in thermal imaging. In particular, no object-specific algorithms are needed, so that the method is applicable to most of typical applications of thermal cameras (subject to general limitations of data captured by thermal imaging devices). The presented work is considered a preliminary feasibility study exploring potentials and limits of thermal image classification in more sophisticated machine vision problems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Thermal images are an alternative representation of visually difficult environments (poor illumination, foggy/smoky conditions, confusing patterns/camouflage etc.) which nevertheless contain objects of distinctive temperature profiles. The most popular applications in visual surveillance and monitoring tasks include, see (Gade and Moeslund, 2014), detection and tracking of moving objects (humans, animals, vehicles, e.g., (Wang et al., 2010; Fernandez-Caballero et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2009; Christiansen et al., 2014; Iwasaki et al., 2013), etc.), inspection, security and quality control, and other selected industrial applications (e.g., (Sirmacek et al., 2011; Vidas et al., 2013; Ginesu et al., 2004; Ng et al., 2007; Meriaudeau et al., 2010), etc.).

However, applications of thermal imaging in typical problems of multi-class object identification are rather limited. This can be attributed to the following factors. First, the spatial resolution of thermal cameras is still low, compared to standard cameras. Secondly, the visual distinctiveness in thermal images is rather poor due to heat radiation and dissipation. Therefore, objects in thermal images are typically blurred and poorly contrasted, where regions (often with boundaries only approximately delimited) are the sole available representation of those objects. Correspondingly, very few experimental works have been reported on classification of several types of objects within the same task, where only thermal imaging is used (e.g. (Meis et al., 2003)). The majority of thermal imaging applications focus on object detection and subsequent tracking. Not surprisingly, the diversity of features used in such works is also limited (mostly binary regions and/or characteristics of their boundaries) and the reported results are not very impressive, even with features hand-crafted for specific problems and a limited number of considered classes (as in (Meis et al., 2003)).

In this paper, object classification in thermal imaging for is discussed from a more general perspective, even though we (indirectly) focus on indoor tasks (e.g. visual surveillance in dark premises). Primarily, we investigate an alternative model of objects in thermal images (where each instance of an object is represented by multiple regions extracted by MSER detectors (Matas et al., 2002; Nistér and Stewénius, 2008), as explained in Section 2). Subsequently, in Section 3, we use a simple classification method to:

- Identify 3D objects from a range of diversified classes using regions extracted by MSER detec-
tor from thermal images.

- Distinguish (from a sequence of thermal frames) between rigid (fixed-geometry) and articulated (e.g. animals, humans, walking toys, etc.) objects. This is a supplementary objective.

The experimental results are also discussed in Section 3. Finally, the paper is briefly summarized in Section 4.

2 MSER-BASED MODELS OF THERMAL OBJECTS

In thermal images, even objects with distinctive temperature profiles are normally seen as diluted silhouettes on images of rather poor quality. Such images can be subsequently binarized (into objects and background) for further analysis and processing. Unfortunately, standard image thresholding algorithms (e.g. (Sezgin and Sankur, 2004; Puneet and Garg, 2013)) cannot handle typical effects of thermal images (as illustrated in Fig. 1) so that accurate outlines of the actual objects may not be reliably extracted.

Therefore, we propose an alternative approach based on maximally stable extremum regions (MSERs). MSERs are the image fragments which are least sensitive to the binarization threshold variations (see (Matas et al., 2002; Nister and Stewenius, 2008)). Therefore, MSER detector can identify in infrared images even poorly contrasted fragments, as long as these fragments have the most distinctive thermal profiles within the processed image. Actually, MSERs can be detected at very small computational costs (including on-chip implementation of the detector (Sluzek et al., 2019)) which makes them particularly attractive for low-cost systems (i.e. IoT devices).

Formally, binary MSER regions $Q(t)$ (where $t$ indicates the threshold level) are detected as local minima of the growth rate function $q(t)$ defined by the derivative of the region’s area over the threshold values:

$$q(t) = \frac{\frac{d}{dt}|Q(t)|}{|Q(t)|},$$

where $\cdot$ represents the area of a region.

MSER detector has been reported in some applications of thermal images, e.g. (Lahouli et al., 2018). Nevertheless, the most significant advantage of MSER in thermal images, i.e. their ability to extract not only the outlines of objects, but also distinctive internal fragments of objects or their thermal shadows on the surrounding scenes, etc. (as illustrated in examples in Fig. 2) is apparently not fully exploited yet in the available literature. Therefore, we propose to represented thermal objects by the family of MSERs nested within the largest MSER outlining the object.

This largest MSER can be the actual outline of the object shape, the outline of its thermal footprint (i.e. incorporating the heat radiation effects on the object neighborhood) or the outline of the largest prominent fragment within the object (if the whole object is indistinguishably blended with its background). Certain practical constraints are obviously applied, namely removal of too small/large MSERs from the processed thermal images or rejection of MSERs which cannot (for various reasons) represent physical objects.

An example of a simple thermal object represented by two binary shapes of its MSERs is given in Fig. 3.

The practicality of this methods has been tested in two experiments:

- In the first experiment, the objective is to classify detected in thermal images objects from a collection of exemplary classes of 3D objects.

- In the second experiment, we attempt to classify moving objects into either rigid category (bodies of fixed geometry) or articulated category (i.e. articulated) objects.
mechanical or biological bodies changing their configuration while in motion).

Figure 2: Examples of MSER detection in thermal images.

Figure 3: Example of a thermal object represented by two shapes of its MSERs.

All dataset and test images for the experiments are captured in natural indoor environments at $640 \times 480$ resolution, using FLIR C2 thermal camera.

2.1 Dataset for Multi-class Recognition

For the multi-class recognition experiment, a dataset of over 700 images has been collected for 13 diversified objects, including 8 rigid objects (glass, plant, cup, bottle of water, bottle of juice, iron, plate, stapler and kettle) and 5 fully or partially articulated objects (natural flower, pot plant, woman in abaya, bicycle and teddybear). For rigid objects, the images were captured from sufficiently diversified viewpoints, while for articulated objects various geometric configurations were additionally taken into consideration. Examples of the dataset images (for two different objects) are shown in Fig. 4.

Eventually, each class $C_i$ is modeled by a collection of all binary MSER regions $\{\text{MSER}_1(C_i), \ldots, \text{MSER}_n(C_i)\}$ extracted from all ground-truth examples of the corresponding category.

2.2 Datasets for Rigid-articulated Categorization

In this experiment, no permanent dataset is used. Instead, temporary reference datasets are dynamically updated from the most recent 5 frames $\{t, \ldots, t - 4\}$ containing the object of interest $O$. Binary MSER shapes (extracted from the object in the same way as above) are grouped within the corresponding frames, i.e.
Frame0 → \{MSER_1(O_t), ..., MSER_{n_0}(O_t)\}

... Frame4 → \{MSER_1(O_{t-4}), ..., MSER_{n_4}(O_{t-4})\}

The union of these groups of shapes is considered the currently used representation of the analyzed object.

3 OBJECT CLASSIFICATION BY SHAPE DESCRIPTORS

Since (as discussed in Section 2) the thermal objects of interest (and classes of objects) are eventually represented by collections of binary shapes, only binary shape descriptors can be used for object classification. Because regions extracted from thermal images are generally smooth and without intricate shape details, we preliminarily selected very popular Hu moment invariants, e.g. (Sluzek, 1995; Flusser, 2000), to represent MSER regions by 7D vectors (with some refinements as specified below):

\[ V_7 = \{I_1, ..., I_7\} \quad (2) \]

where \( I_i \) are the original invariants \( \phi_i \) from (Hu, 1962) normalized to have the same mean and standard deviation values. The normalization was done on a popular benchmark dataset of binary shapes MPEG7\(^1\), and the first Hu invariant was used as the reference.

It was later experimentally verified that vectors of invariant with the dimensionality reduced (by using PCA) to 3D provide practically the same performances, so that the regions are alternatively represented by \( V_3 \) vectors:

\[ V_3 = \{I_{(PCA)}_1, I_{(PCA)}_2, I_{(PCA)}_3\} \quad (3) \]

Now, similarity between MSER regions (which is needed for the region-based classification of thermal objects) can be defined as follows. Given a dataset region \( R_D \) and an object region \( R_O \), the level of similarity between \( R_O \) and \( R_D \) is straightforwardly defined as:

\[ \text{Sim}(R_O, R_D) = 1 - \frac{\| V_7(R_O) - V_7(R_D) \|}{\| V_7(R_D) \|} \quad (4) \]

or

\[ \text{Sim}(R_O, R_D) = 1 - \frac{\| V_3(R_O) - V_3(R_D) \|}{\| V_3(R_D) \|} \quad (5) \]

where \( \| \cdot \| \) is the vector norm.

Eventually, we consider two regions similar if their level of similarity by Eq. 4 or Eq. 5 exceeds the predefined (established experimentally) threshold.

Two examples of diversified similarity levels between binary regions are given in Fig. 5.

\(^1\)http://www.dabi.temple.edu/~shape/MPEG7/MPEG7dataset.zip

Figure 4: Examples of thermal dataset images for two classes.
3.1 Multi-class Recognition of Thermal Objects

Given a thermal object \( O \) (represented by a number of binary MSER shapes \( \{ MSER_1(O), \ldots, MSER_m(O) \} \)) and the class \( C_i \) (modeled, as defined in Subsection 2.1, by binary MSER shapes \( \{ MSER_1(C_i), \ldots, MSER_n(C_i) \} \)) we assume that \( O \) is similar to \( C_i \) class (i.e. it can potentially be a member of this class) if:

1. Several shapes from \( \{ MSER_1(O), \ldots, MSER_m(O) \} \) set are similar to some \( \{ MSER_1(C_i), \ldots, MSER_n(C_i) \} \) shapes. In practice, the minimum number of similarities may be required.

2. If \( O \) object is similar to too many classes, only the classes with the highest numbers of inter-shape similarities (e.g. top three) are eventually accepted. This assumption is applied in our tests.

For the actual tests, we selected only five classes from the developed dataset, namely glass_plant, woman_in_abaya, bottle_of_juice, teddybear and pot_plant (the remaining classes acting as confusion data only). Fig. 6 shows the confusion matrix of the classification statistics. Unfortunately, we did not find any suitable benchmark to compare to, but the obtained results can be approximately compared to (Meis et al., 2003) (which is the only similar example we found of multi-class recognition in thermal objects) and the outcome should be considered satisfactory.

3.2 Recognition of Rigid and Articulated Thermal Objects

In the second experiment, we tested the method’s ability to distinguish between rigid and articulated objects. Objects of both categories can move (with respect to the camera) but over short periods of time only the articulated objects are expected to significantly change their shapes in the captured thermal images. Thus, as explained in Subsection 2.2, the sequence of most recent five images (frames) is used to identify the object category. As shown in Fig. 7, we build a matrix of inter-frame similarities, where \( \times \) marker indicates that similar MSER regions are found in the corresponding pair of frames. If less than 8 entries (i.e. 40%) are marked, the object is considered articulated, and if the number of marked entries exceeds 12 (i.e. 60%) the object is recognized as rigid. Otherwise, no decision is made.

Performances of this approach are illustrated by the confusion matrix in Fig. 8. Though some rigid objects are wrongly classified as articulated (as they may move/rotate relatively to the camera, or the thermal conditions of the scene change) we have not found any case of an articulated object (performing the actual motion) recognized as rigid. The percentage of unknown decisions is moderate. Altogether, we consider these results satisfactory, at least within the classes of tested objects.
Figure 8: The confusion matrix for the results of rigid-articulated classification.

Examples of rigid and articulated sequences are given in Fig. 9, where only the external outline MSERs are shown.

Figure 9: Examples of sequences showing rigid (two top rows) and articulated (bottom rows) objects.

4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The presented work is a preliminary feasibility study exploring potentials of thermal imaging in more sophisticated applications than typical detection and tracking tasks. In particular, we consider the prospective needs of visual surveillance and monitoring systems in environments which should remain dark. In many such problems, the major task is not to detect the presence of thermally distinctive objects, but rather to classify them in terms of their identity and/or behavior (e.g. to identify dangerous or critical scenarios).

Our results indicate that such results are practical (subject to well-known limitations of thermal imaging) under some constraints, e.g. with rather limited numbers of object classes, non-overlapping objects, etc.

We can also conclude that for thermal images suitable representation of objects is, in general applications, more critical than the specific features/descriptors. The presented results have been obtained using (deliberately) simplified shape descriptors. Because of such a simplification, the presented algorithms are suitable for low-cost solutions (including IoT devices, small robotic systems, etc.).
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